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represented in a picture. Much that is very common in
ordinary language is not of this character, but still claims
.an early place in the pupil's vocabulary. This applies,
for instance, to a great part of the vocabulary of feeling,
of character, and of reflection, witness words like,
4 think', 'feel', 'try', 'be sad', 'unhappily', 'cease',
* selfish', 'good', and so on. And many compound
words are beyond the picture's scope. (' All the same ',
•" at any rate ', ' in fact', etc.).
A picture is especially useful for portraying verbs of
action and movement (' skip ', ' run ', ' smile ', ' stoop r,
' climb ', etc.), which the teacher can scarcely be expected
to represent personally before the class ; and nouns and
adjectives of a concrete character which cannot be readily
represented in or near the class-room itself.
For this reason the picture lessons should be inter-
spersed with others ; and the use of the picture method
should become more intermittent, till the ordinary read-
ing text eventually provides the main lesson material,
with the picture as an occasional illustrative adjunct.
A second danger which experience reveals is a
-tendency in the pupil to lean too much upon the picture
ior recall. There appear to be some pupils who, after
-constant word association with a picture, fail to remem-
ber the word unless the picture is before them. To
whatever degree this actually takes place, it is in any
•case sound policy to practise without the picture as soon
.as possible any new vocabulary introduced in direct
'Connection with it.
We shall have something more to say about pictures
when dealing with the main middle stage of the teaching
which centres round the reader.
To that subject we can now turn.
'B.—the reader and the middle stage
Reading Aloud First
In the teaching of a vernacular it is becoming cus-
tomary to draw a distinction in aim and method between
reading aloud and reading silently, the former being
taught primarily to impart the technique of reading and
;the power of expression, the latter for pleasure and

